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ANNOUNCEMENT 
POST-GRADUATE COURSE ON COMPUTATION TI-IEORY 
C.I.S.M., Udine, Italy, 23 September-6 October 1984 
The course will give a systematical and comprehensive overview on main themes 
of current research in theoretical computer science. Nine eminent researchers will 
deliver 6-10 lectures each, on the following specific fields: 
- Logic and Complexity 
- Constructive Aplproaches to Models of Computation and Programming 
- Fundamentals of Data Base Systems (especially Dependency Theory) 
- Analysis of Algorithms and Data Structures 
- Concurrency and Distributed Algorithms 
- Probabilistic Algorithms and Probabilistic Complexity 
Each of these groups of lectures will present main methods, results and open 
problems in its specific research area, ending up with the actual state of the art. 
A lecture notes voh:me will be available after the course. 
The invited lecturers are the following: 
- K.R. Apt (L.Z. TX, Paris, France) 
- E. Biirger ( University of Dortmund, Fed. Rep. Germany) 
- P. Flajolet (?NRIA, Roquencourt, France) 
- ‘91~. Gurev’ch ( Ckiversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml, U.S.A.) 
- M. Karpinski ( Uniuersity of Pittsburgh, U.S.A.) 
- P. Martin-L6f ( University of Stockholm, Sweden 1 
- E. Shamir (Hebrew Unirjersity, Jerusalem, Israel) 
- El. Specker (ETH Z’irich, Switerzerland) 
- M. Vardi (I&W Research, San Jo&, U.S.A.) 
The course is addressed above all to Ph.D. students and research assistants and will 
give them sn opportunity to follow a problem-oriented high-level repor on major 
streams of current research in theoretical computer science. Besides the lectures 
time is reserved for discussion and problem sessions. 
Scientific coordinator 
E. Biirger ( LJniversity of Dortmund. Fed. Rep. Germany) 
Schedule 
The lectures of 45 minutes each will be scheduled on Monday-Friday morning 
and afternoon with coffee breaks and a 2-hour break for lunch. Saturda:\//Sunday 
is reserved for excursions into the beautiful surroundings of Udine. 
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(‘.I.S.M. may provide convenient lodging. at the price of approximately US $7 
g,cr- person per night. in double or single modern rooms of the Univet Gty Residence 
! C;IS~ ddlo Students dell’ilniversit~. Wale Ungheria n. 43, Udine) to a vt;y limited 
number of earlv applicants. Requests arriving after 30 June will not be conskkred. a 
The town of Udine is located in Northeastern Italy, 130 km from Venice. and 
70 km from Trieste. It is a quiet, medium-size town, with easy connections to the 
neighbouring countrie:3. Austria and Jugoslavia. Its surrounding region, the Friuli, 
6~ ;m rxpanding economy based on agriculture and small-medium industries. 
:I univcrGty i\ locatt’d at Udine, where courses in Computer Science and Engineering 
;W otkred :mlory other\. The cost ( f living is on the average comparable with that 
ot c.ountric\ like the Cl’nited IGngdo;n. France or Austria. 
